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9110 Craftsmen Kneepads
Work a lot on your knees? Save them with advanced certified knee protection. Extremely efficient and 
comfortable kneepads ready for the Snickers Workwear KneeGuard™ positioning system. EN 14404 
(Type 2, Level 1).

Hard wearing durable outside and softer inside for maximum comfort, force distribution and cut protection

Advanced design makes it extremely flexible when walking, yet closes around the knee when bending down

Can be placed at different heights in the kneepad pocket to ensure correct position for maximum protection

Always in place – high sides prevent the knee from sliding off the kneepad

Fits in the kneepads pockets on all Snickers Workwear trousers

Material: 100% Polyethylene

Size: One size

9111 Service Kneepads
Reliable, comfortable and certified knee protection if you only kneel down 
now and again during indoor work on even surfaces. Ready for Snickers 
Workwear KneeGuard™ positioning system. EN 14404 (Type 2, Level 0).

Reliable and certified protection for painters, service technicians and when 
you occasionally need to work on your knees indoors

Light and soft for optimum working comfort

Flexible when walking, yet closes around the knees when you bend down

Can be placed at different heights in the kneepad pocket to ensure correct 
position for maximum protection

Always in place – high sides prevent the knee from sliding off the kneepad

Material: 100% polyethylene

Size: One size

9118 Floorlayer Kneepads
The floorlayer’s certified knee protection. Kneepads that 
maintain their shape, hold their position – and won’t slide 
around when you’re hard at work. EN 14404 (Type 2, Level 1).

Made up of polyethylene beads that make the kneepad light  
and breathable

Best suited for Snickers Workwear floor layers trousers 3223. 
Kneepads that keep their shape during hard work over a long 
period of time.

Designed not to slide so that they remain in position when moving 
about on your knees

Material: 100% Polyethylene.

Size: One size

High sides 
prevent the knee 

from sliding off.

Soft inside for  
exceptional comfort.

Sturdy outside  
for efficient cut 
protection.

Can be placed in  
different positions  
in Snickers Workwear 
Trousers.

Closes around  
your knee when 
bending down.
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